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ABSTRACT

Atrial and ventricular fibrillation (AF/VF) are characterized by the repetitive regeneration of topological defects known as phase singularities
(PSs). The effect of PS interactions has not been previously studied in human AF and VF. We hypothesized that PS population size would
influence the rate of PS formation and destruction in human AF and VF, due to increased inter-defect interaction. PS population statistics
were studied in computational simulations (Aliev–Panfilov), human AF and human VF. The influence of inter-PS interactions was evaluated
by comparison between directly modeled discrete-time Markov chain (DTMC) transition matrices of the PS population changes, and M/M/∞
birth-death transition matrices of PS dynamics, which assumes that PS formations and destructions are effectively statistically independent
events. Across all systems examined, PS population changes differed from those expected with M/M/∞. In human AF and VF, the forma-
tion rates decreased slightly with PS population when modeled with the DTMC, compared with the static formation rate expected through
M/M/∞, suggesting new formations were being inhibited. In human AF and VF, the destruction rates increased with PS population for both
models, with the DTMC rate increase exceeding the M/M/∞ estimates, indicating that PS were being destroyed faster as the PS population
grew. In human AF and VF, the change in PS formation and destruction rates as the population increased differed between the two models.
This indicates that the presence of additional PS influenced the likelihood of new PS formation and destruction, consistent with the notion of
self-inhibitory inter-PS interactions.

© 2023 Author(s). All article content, except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0141890

A characteristic observation in human atrial and ventricular fib-
rillation is the repetitive formation and destruction of topolog-
ical defects known as phase singularities (PSs). These defects,
also known as rotors, are considered to be important in the
maintenance of fibrillation. The effect of interactions between
defects has been extensively studied in theoretical literature and
in studies of non-cardiac systems of defect mediated turbu-
lence but has not been previously studied in human atrial and
ventricular fibrillation. In this study, we examine the interac-
tion between PS, and whether increased population size influ-
ences PS formation and destruction rates, assessed through

Markov modeling of the PS dynamics. This is performed in (1)

computational simulations (Aliev–Panfilov model), (2) human
AF collected using 64 electrode intracardiac basket catheters,
and (3) human VF collected using 256 electrode epicardial socks
placed around the ventricle prior to cardiac surgery. In this study,
we find evidence of a self-inhibitory effect on PS formations and
destructions as the PS population increases.

I. INTRODUCTION

The repetitive creation and annihilation of spiral vortices
is a recurrent motif in spatiotemporally turbulent nonequilib-
rium systems,1,2 occurring in numerous physical,3–5 chemical,6,7 and
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biological settings.8,9 A characteristic property of spiral vortices
is the presence of topological defects known as phase singulari-
ties (PSs) at their pivoting region, leading to the characterization
of this form of turbulence as defect-mediated turbulence or spi-
ral defect chaos.10 This form of turbulence has been identified and
studied across a wide range of physical, experimental, and theoret-
ical settings. Examples include the regeneration of spiral vortices
in Reyleigh–Bernard convection,4,11–13 theoretical studies investigat-
ing their population dynamics in the complex Ginzberg–Landau
equation,10,14,15 and biological settings such as electrical waves
within the brain,16,17 or Rho-GTP diffusion in the membrane of
cells.9

The continuous formation and destruction of spiral vortices
may also be clinically relevant in the context of cardiac fibrillation.18

Fibrillation is a disorganized aperiodic arrhythmia that occur in
the atrium or ventricle. Fibrillation is characterized by the contin-
uous regeneration of spiral vortices (in 2D) or scroll waves (their
3D counterpart).19–21 The statistical properties of PS formation and
destruction in human atrial and ventricular fibrillation (AF/VF)
have recently been studied.19–22 Those investigations suggested PS
lifetimes and inter-formation times could be modeled as renewal
processes.21 It was further demonstrated that by combining rate con-
stants of PS formation and destruction in an M/M/∞ birth-death
process, PS population dynamics such as the number of PS and
the probability distribution of PS population size could be modeled
under a Poisson distribution in human AF and VF.18–20

In so doing, these statistical findings in human cardiac fibril-
lation were consistent with theoretical predictions of PS dynamics
based on an assumption of statistical independence between the life-
times and inter-formation times of all PS.14,23 The assumption of
statistical independence that was used to generate these distributions
has also been implied in experimental studies of topological defect
dynamics in a range of experimental settings with comparable spi-
ral defect chaos.6,9,11–13 These studies have collectively shown: (i) PS
lifetimes may be modeled with an exponential distribution9,21,24

and (ii) PS population dynamics may be modeled with a Poisson
distribution.6,11–13 The Poisson distribution can be seen to be the
steady state distribution arising as a consequence of an M/M/∞
birth-death process.25

An intrinsic assumption of the Poisson distribution is that
nucleation and destruction events for PS are effectively statistically
independent. However, in these systems, PS are in fact topologically
connected by isophasic lines,26 and, therefore, potentially subject
to inter-PS interactions. In this study, we hypothesized that this
interaction effect between PS could be quantified by careful anal-
ysis of the directly modeled transition matrix for the different PS
population levels (n). We reasoned that through comparison of the
difference between the directly modeled Markov transition matrix
and the M/M/∞ birth–death transition matrix which assumes each
PS is effectively statistically independent of each other, we could
quantify the effect of interactions between PS on the formation and
destruction process. Previously, a Markov transition matrix has been
proposed theoretically by Aron et al. but to date there have not been
studies using Markov modeling of PS dynamics in human AF and
VF data.27

This was performed in three stages. We first examine the effect
of Markov modeling of PS transition dynamics in the Aliev–Panfilov

model of spiral defect chaos.28,29 By considering the differences
between two Markov models, (1) a discrete-time Markov chain
(DTMC) transition matrix that directly represents observed PS pop-
ulation dynamics and (2) a M/M/∞ birth–death transition matrix,
we aimed to investigate the effect of inter-phase singularity interac-
tion on PS population dynamics. We then apply the same approach
to examine inter-phase singularity interaction in human AF mapped
with basket catheter recordings, and human VF mapped with epicar-
dial sock electrodes at cardiac surgery.

II. METHODS

The methods are presented in the following sections. Section I
deals with the Aliev–Panfilov model, and approach to data acqui-
sition in human AF and VF. Section II deals with the methods
for signal pre-processing, phase singularity detection, and tracking
in each of the systems studied. Section III deals with the statisti-
cal modeling of phase singularity population dynamics, comparing
the direct Markov modeling approach to the M/M/∞ approach to
determine PS population interaction effects. Figure 1 provides an
overview on the modeling approaches utilized in this study.

A. Section 1—Model and data acquisition

1. Aliev–Panfilov model of spiral defect chaos

To provide initial theoretical insight into the Markov model-
ing approach, we first examined the Aliev–Panfilov (APV) mode
cell model of spiral defect chaos.29 The APV model is a sim-
ple model of cardiac excitation, developed as an extension of
the FitzHugh–Nagumo model, so that it adequately modeled the
dynamics of pulse propagation in the myocardium.29,30 The model
is described by the following equations:

∂e

∂t
= −ke(e − a)(e − 1) − er + D12e + · · ·, (1)

∂r

∂t
=

[

ǫ +
µ1r

µ2 + e

]

[−r − ke(e − b − 1)] · · · . (2)

In these equations, e describes the transmembrane potential, D
is the diffusion coefficient, 12 is the Laplacian operator (12

=
∂2

∂x2 +
∂2

∂y2 ), and r is the conductance of the slow inward current.29

To establish spiral defect chaos, the model parameters estab-
lished were a = 0.1, µ2 = 0.3, k = 8, ǫ = 0.01, and b = 0.1.29 The
parameter µ1 controls the steepness of the action potential restitu-
tion curve across the two-dimensional square grid (which in this
case was N × N = 200 × 200 nodes). Random variation of µ1 was
achieved by using MATLAB’s pseudorandom number generator to
assign a value in each model between 0.01 and 0.1, simulating inho-
mogeneous AF substrate (supplementary material, S1). This leads
to unique simulations of spiral waves with areas of high dynami-
cal instability that are surrounded by dynamically stable areas, as
observed during human AF and VF. To simulate the annihilation of
electrical waves as they propagate into the atrial or ventricular walls,
no flux boundary conditions were imposed. The model was also run
with a forward-Euler time integration step of 0.02 ms and a space
integration step of 0.6 mm, as had been utilized in previous studies
of the model.29,31
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FIG. 1. Overview of modeling
approaches utilized in this study. (a)
An overview of the simulation data and
human data collection. (b) An overview of
the discrete time Markov chain modeling
approach. (c) An overview of the M/M/∞
modeling approach.

These simulations were performed for 80 000 time steps
(1600 ms). For the purposes of this study, only the period between
30 000 (600 ms) and 80 000 (1600 ms) time steps was examined
in each simulation to avoid the initialization phase (which does
not reflect human AF and VF spiral wave dynamics). During this
phase, a single spatially anchored spiral wave is generated, which
gradually evolves into a turbulent system of multiple non-stationary

spiral waves propagating throughout the grid. In total, N = 40 sim-
ulations were generated.

2. Human AF recordings

Human AF data were collected as described in previous
studies.19,21 64-electrode basket catheters were used to map the atria
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[Constellation, Boston Scientific, 48 mm (4 mm spacing), 60 mm
(5 mm spacing)]. Unipolar electrogram recordings were obtained
from patients prior to AF ablation [0.5–500 Hz, 2000 Hz sam-
pling frequency]. Ethics approval was obtained (IRB Approval No.
110634). 29 epochs of AF were analyzed (n = 9 patients). Patient
characteristics are detailed in Sec. S1 in the supplementary material.

3. Human VF recordings

The human VF data were collected from patients undergoing
cardiac surgery as described in previously published studies.32 A
256-electrode epicardial sock was placed around the ventricle, and
VF was induced by electrical stimulation after cross-clamping the
aorta. Unipolar electrogram signals were recorded [1000 Hz sam-
pling frequency] with a UneMap recording system. Ethics approval
was obtained (IRB Approval No. REC 01/0130). Patient characteris-
tics are detailed in Sec. S1 in the supplementary material. 30 s epochs
were examined in this study (n = 8 patients), with three temporally
separated stages of VF, (i) perfusion, (ii) ischemia, and (iii) reflow.

B. Section 2—Signal pre-processing and phase
singularity detection

1. Signal pre-processing in human AF and VF data

Signal pre-processing was utilized for human AF and VF
data in which unipolar electrograms were recorded. Pre-processing
was not required in the APV model data which directly simu-
lates transmembrane voltage. For the human AF data, baseline drift
was removed from signals by removing the best straight-fit line
(detrending). A template subtraction method was used to remove
far field ventricular depolarization as described previously,33 follow-
ing baseline correction of each epoch. Further pre-processing was
applied using a third order Butterworth fitted with a 40–250 Hz
bandpass filter, and an eighth order Butterworth filter fitted with
10 Hz low-pass filter applied in forward and reverse modes.21,34

Pre-processing is further detailed in supplementary material S2a.
In the human VF data, electrode coordinates were projected

on a 2D plane. The three-dimensional co-ordinates of mesh ver-
tices were mapped onto a 2D polar plot using a cone-shaped surface
projection and Delaunay triangulation.32 Using this 2D projection,
electrode potentials were linearly interpolated from the electrodes
onto a fine regular grid (100 × 100 grid points). To remove elec-
trodes possessing poor signal-to-noise ratios, these electrograms
were removed from the analyses prior to 2D projection of the mesh
by selecting only signals with a dominant frequency within the
1.5 45 Hz band for analyses.32 Pre-processing is further detailed in
supplementary material S2b.

2. Phase singularity detection and tracking

Instantaneous phase for each electrogram was reconstructed
by applying the Hilbert transform to the transmembrane voltage in
the Aliev Panfilov model, and on the cleaned and pre-processed sig-
nal for intracardiac unipolar EGM,35,36 in human AF and VF data.
After applying the Hilbert transform, the instantaneous phase was
interpolated using complex vector interpolation to avoid incorrect
phase calculation.37,38 Further details about the phase reconstruction
is provided in supplementary material S3a.

A convolution kernel method to detect PS was utilized, which
approximates the gradient of phase from the discretized phase map
using a finite difference operation in the x and y directions.32,35 In
order to track PS, a tracking algorithm was implemented as pre-
viously described.19–21 New PS were defined as the detection of a
PS not falling within the surrounding radius of r of an existing PS
for a duration of τ of prior frames. As default, τ was set to 10 ms
(20 frames) and r set to 6 in the APV model, 4 in basket AF, and
20 in human VF to account for the varying spatial resolution of
the mapped field. PS lifetimes and inter-formation timings were
calculated using a look-up table approach. Using the sequence of
inter-formation timings and lifetimes, the renewal rate constants for
formation (λf) and destruction (λd) were derived as described in
previous studies.19–21 The approach for detecting and tracking PS is
detailed further in supplementary material S3.

C. Section 3—Approach to modeling PS transition
dynamics

The objective of the current manuscript was to compare
and contrast two statistical approaches to modeling PS transition
dynamics: (i) Direct Markov transition matrix modeling [Eq. (3)],
and (ii) M/M/∞ modeling [Eq. (4)]. An introduction to the two
types of transition matrix used in the study is provided in Fig. 1.

1. Direct Markov model

To model a direct Markovian transition process, a continuous
sequence of PS population (n) at each time step was constructed
(nPS(t)). nPS(t) was created through the use of the formation and
destruction times of each PS was used to create a continuous
sequence of PS population, increasing each time a new forma-
tion occurred during a given time step (t), and decreasing when
a PS disappeared. The change between nPS(t) − nPS(t+1) was used
to develop a matrix of empirical counts of transitions at each
n, which was then normalized into transition probabilities of an
increase in population or a decrease in population in a Marko-
vian transition matrix, the discrete-time Markov chain (DTMC), as
shown in Eq. (3). The formation rates (fn), and the destruction rates
(dn) were acquired as the respective transition probabilities at each
level of n (where n is the PS current population, starting from 0,
n = i − 1). Pi,j is the transition matrix with column position speci-
fied by j, and row position specified by i,

Pi,j =















1 − f0 f0 0 0
d1 1 − f1 − d1 f1 0
0 d2 1 − f2 − d2 f2
0 0 d3 1 − f3 − d3

0 0 0
...















· · · . (3)

As the probabilities of formation and destruction are formu-
lated by normalizing across all counts at a given level of n, each
recording needed to remain at or transition out of a given value of n
for a minimum of at least 15 time steps across a full epoch.
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2. M/M/∞ model

The direct Markov transition matrix was contrasted with an
M/M/∞ birth death transition matrix. An M/M/∞ birth–death pro-
cess is a continuous-time Markov chain, where new events have
Markovian rates of arrivals/formations and destruction.19,20 As with
the direct Markov model, in the M/M/∞ birth–death process, the
transition matrix (Pi,j) [Eq. (4)] the formation rates (fn), and the
destruction rates (dn) were acquired from the renewal rate constants
λf (for the formation probability fi) and λd (for the destruction prob-
ability di) adjusted to represent the transition probabilities at each
level of n (where n is the current PS population, starting from 0,
n = i − 1). Pi,j is the transition matrix with column position speci-
fied by j, and row position specified by i,

Pi,j =















1 − λf λf 0 0
λd 1 − λf − λd λf 0
0 2λd 1 − λf − 2λd λf

0 0 3λd 1 − λf − 3λd

0 0 0
...















· · · .

(4)

D. Statistical analysis

The fundamental research question of this paper is the inter-
action effect at each of level of PS population on the transition
statistics between different PS population levels. To determine this,
the following statistical modeling approaches were utilized: (i) lin-
ear regression—in the case of the discrete time Markov and M/M/∞
matrices, the transition rate constants for formation and destruction
events were separately modeled as dependent variables, and the PS
population was considered as the primary predictor. The difference
between the predicted regression estimates of the DTMC matrix
and M/M/∞ matrix was considered as the interaction effect in each
epoch studied. Overall statistics of these estimates were computed
for each of the modeled systems studied.

III. RESULTS

A. Interaction of PS in computational simulations

In APV computation simulations, as the PS population
increased, the formation rates decreased through the DTMC model-
ing, as shown in Table I and Fig. 2. This contrasted with the constant
formation rate predicted through the M/M/∞ modeling. The p-
value for all β estimate was less than 0.05 and is presented along
with an expanded table in Sec. 5a in the supplementary material.

TABLE I. Slope (β) of linear regression for the formation and destruction rates

between the direct Markov model and M/M/∞ models for the APV computational

simulation data.

β estimate (%/ms)

DTMC formation −1.08
DTMC destruction 1.78
M/M/∞ destruction 2.00

FIG. 2. (a) PS formation rates at different PS population sizes in APV compu-
tational simulations. (b) PS destruction rates at different PS population sizes in
APV computational simulations.

The destruction rates increased for both the DTMC model and
the M/M/∞ model with a positive slope, as shown in Table I and
Fig. 2. As the M/M/∞ model possesses as a slope of zero by con-
struction, linear regression was not performed on it for any of the
examined systems. The PS formation matrices were restricted to
be between 16PS and 25PS, and the PS destruction matrices were
restricted to be between 17PS and 26PS.

B. Interaction of PS in human AF

In human AF, as the PS population increased, the formation
rate for the DTMC model increased, while the formation rate for the
M/M/∞ model remained constant, as shown in Fig. 3. Unlike the
APV simulations, the PS formation rates of the DTMC model, ini-
tially exceeded the predicted value of the M/M/∞, before decreasing
to a lower value at higher PS population sizes.

For the PS destruction rates, for the DTMC model, the destruc-
tion rates initially were slower than those of the M/M/∞ model,
however as the PS population size increased, the DTMC destruction
rates increased, eventually exceeding the M/M/∞ predicted rates,
as shown in Fig. 3 and Table II. The p-value for all β estimate was
less than 0.05 and is presented along with an expanded table in
Sec. 5b in the supplementary material. The PS formation matrices

FIG. 3. (a) PS formation rates at different PS populations sizes in human
AF mapped using basket catheters. (b) PS destruction rates at different PS
population sizes in human AF mapped using basket catheters.
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TABLE II. Slope (β)of linear regression for the formation and destruction rates

between the direct Markov model and M/M/∞ models for Human AF.

β estimate (%/ms)

DTMC formation −0.179
DTMC destruction 2.65
M/M/∞ destruction 1.57

were restricted to be between 0PS and 5PS, and the PS destruction
matrices were restricted to be between 1PS and 6PS.

C. Interaction of PS as human VF progresses

The PS population state transitions were next examined in
human VF, separated into different stage temporally, (i) Perfusion,
(ii) Ischemia, and (iii) Reflow. Across all stages, the DTMC transi-
tions rates differed from the M/M/∞ framework. PS formation rates
presented a negative slope as the PS population increased, indicating
a decrease in likelihood of new PS formations, shown in Fig. 4 and
Table III.

For both the DTMC model and the M/M/∞ model, there
was a clear positive slope in the destruction rates as PS population
increased, as shown in Fig. 4 and Table III. The formation rates
of the DTMC model at lower PS populations exceeded the pre-
dicted rate of the M/M/∞ model; however, they decreased below the
M/M/∞ predictions as the PS population increased. The destruction
rates of the DTMC model gradually exceeded those predicted by the
M/M/∞ model as the PS population increased, consistent with the
findings in human AF. The p-value for all β estimate was less than
0.05 and is presented along with an expanded table in Sec. 5c in the
supplementary material. Across all stages, the PS formation matri-
ces were restricted to between 0PS and 3PS, and the PS destruction
matrices were restricted to between 1PS and 4PS.

TABLE III. Slope (β) Linear regression outputs for the formation and destruction

rates between the direct Markov model and M/M/∞ models for human VF.

β estimate (% / ms)

Perfusion
DTMC formation −1.02
DTMC destruction 3.42
M/M/∞ destruction 0.970

Ischemia
DTMC formation −1.49
DTMC destruction 2.99
M/M/∞ destruction 0.980

Reflow
DTMC formation −1.37
DTMC destruction 3.43
M/M/∞ destruction 1.03

IV. DISCUSSION

Although the statistical properties of phase singularity (PS)
population dynamics has received extensive study in a wide range
of systems,9,11–15 to date, there have been relatively few studies per-
formed of defect dynamics in human AF and VF.19,20 In human
AF and VF, the rates of PS formation and destruction were of
similar average behavior for both the DTMC and M/M/∞ mod-
els, however the specific values differed at different PS population
sizes. At lower PS populations in AF and VF, the rates of forma-
tion for the DTMC model exceeded the values predicted by the
M/M/∞ model (Figs. 3 and 4). Similarly, the rates of PS destruc-
tion for the DTMC model were less than the predicted rate of the
M/M/∞ model (Figs. 3 and 4). As the PS population size increased,
this pattern reversed with the DTMC formation rates continuously
decreasing below the M/M/∞ model, while the destruction rates of
the DTMC began to increase beyond the predictions of the M/M/∞
model (Figs. 3 and 4). In VF, similar rates of PS formation and
destruction were observed across the three stages examined, sug-
gesting that the degree of inter-PS interaction does not noticeably
change as VF progress. Collectively, these observations may sug-
gest that the systems could trend toward a set value or range for the
number of PS active at a given time.

This tendency toward a statistically stable average population
size would indicate that large numbers of PS could potentially
have an inhibitory effect on new PS formations while encouraging
destruction of existing PS. Similarly, as the number of PS decrease,
the nature of the system may facilitate increased likelihood of PS
formation. These observations could be explained by an increased
inhibitory effect imposed by the system as the population increases.
This is explanation seems likely, when considering AF and VF as a
form of spiral defect chaos. The population dynamics of spiral waves
is a well-studied phenomena in studies of such systems.15,16

The interaction of stable spirals in excitable media has been
extensively studied, including the paired annihilation of PS with
opposite chirality and the formation of “multi-armed” spiral/scroll
waves from interaction between like chirality vortices.31,39–41 In
these systems, interactions between PS are often a primary cause
of PS destruction, including annihilation of weaker vortices,
paired annihilation,39 along with wave break up or collisions with
boundaries.24

One property of the system that may influence the inhibition
of new PS formations is the available space within the system. In
comparison to the human AF and VF data, the APV computational
simulations contained a far greater number of actively detectable PS.
Through visual comparison of the computational simulations and
the biological systems (Fig. 5), it can be seen that within the APV
simulations, there are far more PS and free wavelets propagating
in the system than in the datasets collected from human atria and
ventricles. This could be attributed to the larger spatial size of the
simulations in comparison to the biological data.

In experimental studies, it has been shown that PS exerts some
degree of control over their local domains. In a study by Gray
et al., they induced ventricular fibrillation in rabbits and sheep, and
observed that on average a rotors/PS would occupy approximately
12 ± 4 cm2.26 From this, they estimated that the total number of
rotors in rabbits would be 1–2, 5 for sheep, and then extrapolated
this with the surface area in a human heart, to suggest that there
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FIG. 4. PS formation rates at different PS population sizes, in distinct stages of VF (a) perfusion, (b) ischemia, (c) reflow. PS destruction rates at different PS population
sizes, in distinct stages of VF (d) perfusion, (e) ischemia, (f) reflow.

could be 15 rotors in human AF (although this was made with the
assumption that rotor density would be the same in humans). Other
studies have suggested that spiral waves occupy finite amounts of
space and that the dynamics of that region, known as tiles, are
controlled almost entirely by the spiral core/PS.42

Another study suggests that the assumption of statistical inde-
pendence in systems of defect mediated turbulence relies upon the
system size.10 In this study of three-dimensional filaments, they
found that as system size decreases, the average surface density of

filaments increases. They suggest that this increase in surface fila-
ment density increases the likelihood of interaction, with defect pair
interactions occurring more strongly. They also postulated that as
the system size decreases, the assumption of statistical independence
begins to break down due to increased interaction.10 This observa-
tion to date has not been demonstrated in a similar way in human
AF and VF data.

Self-inhibition of PS formation in the atria and ventricles could
be the result of vortices controlling their local domains, limiting new

FIG. 5. Phase maps of the examined systems. (a) A phase map of the Aliev–Panfilov computational simulations. (b) A phase map of human AF mapped using basket
catheters. (c) A phase map of human VF mapped using epicardial electrode socks.
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PS formations in their vicinity as n increases. Each new PS would
reduce the amount of available space within the system that is not
already controlled by a PS. This could introduce a potential lim-
itation of the assumption of statistical independence between PS,
especially at high number of PS relative to the system size, as an
inter-PS inhibitory effect would increase with each new PS forma-
tion. This inhibitory effect could drive the number of PS down to a
semi-stable average number of PS that the system will tend toward.
Similar to the M/M/∞ framework previously published,19,20 this
semi-stable system average number of PS would likely be defined by
an interplay of system properties governing PS destructions, such as
the system space influencing destruction, and the properties of the
system which facilitate new PS formations.

In small systems, an inter-PS inhibitory effect could mean that
each PS has a significant degree of influence on the overall popula-
tion dynamics of the system, and similarly that each PS in a large
system could very little influence on the overall dynamics of the
system.

A. Relationship to previous studies

Our recent studies have examined the statistical properties
of spiral waves in AF and VF.18–21 We first modeled AF as a
renewal process,21 and have since demonstrated that the forma-
tion and destruction of PS can be approximated by modeling it as
an M/M/∞ birth–death process.19 We have also demonstrated that
these same properties apply in ventricular fibrillation and that the
M/M/∞ framework could be used to develop governing equations
that explain the PS population dynamics observed in fibrillation.20

These studies have suggested that the PS population distributions
arise from an interplay of PS formation and destruction rates,19 and
that this allows for governing equations to explain the PS popula-
tion dynamics.20 The previous studies have been shown to represent
the system average behavior quite well.19–21 However, as shown in
this study, around large or small PS populations, the DTMC model
provides improved mechanistic understanding.

This study and our previous studies demonstrate that cardiac
fibrillation may broadly possess similar properties of other systems
of spiral defect mediated turbulence.18–22 A potential implication of
AF/VF demonstrating similar properties to systems of spiral defect
mediated turbulence, could be that other properties examined in
those systems could potentially apply to cardiac fibrillation.

1. Creation and annihilation in three-dimensional
oscillatory media

In a previous study by Davidsen, they postulated that for 3D
media, both the creation and annihilation of PS when observed in
two-dimensions could be described as linear relationships,10,15

a(n) = α1 + α2n + · · · , (5)

c(n) = β1 + β2n + · · · . (6)

As cardiac muscle is a 3D structure, it is believed that forma-
tion and destruction of spiral vortices observed in 2D experimental
recordings reflects 3D filament birth and death,43–45 which is con-
sistent with our findings in human AF and VF data. The decrease

in formation rates and increase in destruction rates for the systems
examined in this study can be described by linear equations.

The decrease in formation rate for the AF basket data and VF
epicardial sock datasets can be described by a linear equation, as sug-
gested by Davidsen.10 It also indicates that each PS may exert some
influence on the overall dynamics of the system, increasingly inhibit-
ing the formation of new PS as n increases. This could introduce
a potential limitation of the assumption of statistical independence
between PS, especially at high values of n. The decrease in PS for-
mation rate as n increases may suggest that an inter-PS inhibitory
effect could lead to a semi-stable average number of PS, that a sys-
tem will tend toward. It would also indicate a potential maximum
number of PS, as the decreasing rate of PS formation, coupled with
the increasing destruction rate, would lead to low probabilities of the
system reaching and remaining at high values of n. This inhibition
could potentially be driven by the size of the system, as there is finite
physical space in the atria, combined with the propensity of larger
PS to annihilate smaller PS in their vicinity.

B. Limitations and further work

A number of studies question the efficacy of basket catheter
recordings in the study of electrophysiological properties of fibril-
lation due to technical limitations such as electrode spacing and
insufficient contact with the tissue.38 We acknowledge that these
concerns, however by examining human VF recorded using a 256-
electrode sock that holistically examined epicardial VF, along with
computational simulations of fibrillatory behavior, we show that the
same trends occur in other systems and are not a consequence the
basket catheter limitations nor are the findings obscured by them.

This work could be expanded upon by examining the for-
mation and destruction rates of PS in three-dimensional models
of fibrillation. In particular, models that capture the anatomy and
structural complexity of the atria/ventricles could provide further
insight into factors that inhibit or facilitate the formation of new PS
in humans.

V. CONCLUSION

We have shown that PS in human atrial and ventricular fibrilla-
tion share similar statistical properties to those predicted in theoret-
ical models of defect-mediated turbulence. We find that observable
PS formation and destruction rates scale linearly with PS population
size, a finding demonstrated in humans for the first time, this finding
is consistent with contributions from the spiral wave breakup and
negative filament tension mechanisms. A self-inhibitory effect of PS
population size on PS creation was identified, as well as in map-
ping data which partially observe systems. Further studies in human
cardiac fibrillation of the mechanisms of breakup are required to
optimize treatment of these life-threatening conditions.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

See the supplementary material for patient characteristics for
the human AF and VF data, additional information regarding the
signal processing, and additional PS formation and destruction rate
data.
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